Molecular Mechanism of Biased Ligand Conformational Changes in CC Chemokine Receptor 7.
Biased ligand binding to G protein-coupled receptors enables functional selectivity of intracellular effectors to mediate cellular function. Despite the significant advances made in characterizing the conformational states (transmembrane helical arrangements) capable of discriminating between G protein and arrestin binding, the role of the ligand in stabilizing such conformations remains unclear. To address this issue, we simulate microsecond dynamics of CC chemokine receptor 7 (CCR7) bound to its native biased ligands, CCL19 and CCL21, and detect a series of molecular switches that are mediated by various ligand-induced allosteric events. These molecular switches involve three tyrosine residues (Y112(3.32), Y255(6.51), and Y288(7.39)), three phenylalanine residues (F116(3.36), F208(5.47), and F248(6.44)), and a polar interaction between Q252(6.48) and R294(7.45) in the transmembrane domain of CCR7. Conformational changes within these switches, particularly hydrogen bond formation between Y112(3.32) and Y255(6.51), lead to global helical movements in the receptor's transmembrane helices and contribute to the transitioning of the receptor to distinct states. Ligand-induced helical movements in the receptor highlight the ability of biased ligands to stabilize the receptor in different states through a dynamic network of allosteric events.